








Neither ESA nor any committee, product group, 
conference or activity of ESA shall be used for the 
purpose of bringing about, or attempting to bring about, 
any understanding or agreement, whether written or 
oral, formal or informal, express or implied, among 
competitors with regard to prices, terms or conditions 
of sale, discounts, distribution, volume of production, 
territories or customers.
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5 Essential KPIs that Measure Your Success

• The top KPIs that are relevant to your security business’ 
health 

• KPIs should be measurable and have a direct impact on 
your bottom line

• Powerful insights on the current state of the business and 
its vulnerabilities 

• The importance of using this data to make more informed 
financial decisions, whether buying a company or selling 
yours
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5 Essential KPIs 
That Measure Your 
Success

What Is a Key Performance 
Indicator (KPI)?
Key performance indicators (KPIs) 
refer to a set of quantifiable 
measurements used to gauge a 
company’s overall long-term 
performance.



Standard Business KPI’s

• Revenue Growth
• Revenue Per Client
• Profit Margin
• Client Retention Rate 
• Customer Satisfaction



Security Business Specific KPI’s

• RMR
• Attrition (A/R)
• Contracts
• Response Times
• “Go Backs”
• Creation Cost



Measuring business segments
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𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌 𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌 =
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌 & 𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐌𝐌𝐒𝐒𝐌𝐌𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒 𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌 =
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅 𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + 𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

𝐆𝐆&𝐀𝐀 𝐌𝐌𝐚𝐚 % 𝐌𝐌𝐨𝐨 𝐑𝐑𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐌𝐌𝐑𝐑𝐒𝐒 =
𝐺𝐺&𝐴𝐴

𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

Install Expense + 
Selling Expense  + 

Capitalized Creation Expenses  + 
G&A Allocation (50%)  + 

Install Revenue  (-)

𝐂𝐂𝐌𝐌𝐒𝐒𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌 𝐂𝐂𝐌𝐌𝐚𝐚𝐌𝐌 𝐌𝐌𝐑𝐑𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐒𝐒 =
𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶
𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁 𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶

Total Creation Costs  =



RMR Roll-Forward
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12/31/xx 1/31/xx 2/28/xx 3/31/xx 4/30/xx 5/31/xx 6/30/xx T6M

Beginning Gross RMR -$                  300,000$       301,500$       308,000$       310,000$       311,500$       314,000$       300,000$       

Add:
New installs -                4,000             4,000             4,000             4,000             4,000             4,000             24,000           

Resigns -                -                -                -                200                -                -                200                
Bulk acquisitions -                -                10,000           -                -                -                -                10,000           

Replacement RMR -                -                -                -                -                1,000             -                1,000             
   Rate increase -                -                -                500                -                -                -                500                

Less:
Cancellations -                (2,500)           (2,500)           (2,500)           (2,500)           (2,500)           (2,500)           (15,000)          

RMR sold -                -                (5,000)           -                -                -                -                (5,000)           
Rate decreases -                -                -                -                (200)               -                -                (200)               

Ending Gross RMR 300,000$     301,500$     308,000$     310,000$     311,500$     314,000$     315,500$     315,500$     
RMR >90 Days 9,000            9,045            9,240            9,300            9,345            9,420            9,500            

Performing RMR 291,000$       292,455$       298,760$       300,700$       302,155$       304,580$       306,000$       300,775$       

T6M Change in >90's (500)               

(X) T6M Total Net Cancels T6M                    -               (2,500)             (2,500)             (2,500)             (2,500)             (1,500)             (3,000)         (14,500)
(Y)  T6M Average Performing RMR 300,775       

Attrition Rate T6M annualized (X/Y) 0.0% -0.9% -0.8% -0.8% -0.8% -0.5% -1.0% -9.64%

RMR Roll-forward

New RMR activated during 
the month

RMR reactivated at a site 
with dormant equipment 
owned by the company

Replacement RMR related 
to a dealer program or 
acquisition

The portion of RMR 
related to a price 
concession

1Purchase price holdback, or financial recovery for a cancelled account previously acquired is not included in roll-forward, as it is not RMR,  but 
it is accounted for in attrition calculation as an off-set.  


FCCR-2

		Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio																						Version where all Capitalized costs are deducted then add back for TCC * net new RMR

		(000's)		Month 1		Month 2		Month 3		Month 4		Month 5		Month 6		T6M



		Net income		$   700		$   600		$   600		$   600		$   600		$   600		$   3,700								Total Creation Costs means, for any period of determination, an amount equal to: (a) the sum of:  (i) installation expenses,  (ii) marketing and sales expenses, (iii) Capitalized Creation Costs, and (iv) [50%] of general and administrative expenses, less (b)  installation revenue.

		+ Depreciation and amortization		200		200		200		200		200		200		$   1,200								Total Creation Cost Multiple means, for any period of determination, the lesser of (a) the ratio of Total Creation Costs to Newly Generated RMR and (b) [25x].

		+ Interest (income) expense		600		600		600		600		600		600		$   3,600								Creation Cost Adjustment  for any period of determination shall mean an amount equal to (a) Total Creation Cost Multiple multiplied by Net New RMR  less (b) the Capitalized Creation Costs.

		+ Income taxes expense		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		$   500								Net New RMR means, for any period of determination, RMR at the end of the current period less the sum of: RMR at the beginning of the current period and RMR arising from acquisitions and price increases associated with any RMR for such period.  

		+ other approved adjustments		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		$   -								Newly Generated RMR means for any period of determination, all new RMR generated during such period, excluding RMR arising through acquisitions and price increases associated with existing RMR

		EBITDA		1,500		1,400		1,400		1,400		1,900		1,400		9,000								Capitalized Creation Costs means, for any period of determination, an amount equal to: (a) the sum of: (i) capitalized installation costs,  (ii) capitalized marketing and sales costs, less (b)  previously deferred installation revenue recognized during such period related to the Newly Created RMR.



		Creation Cost Adjustment

		+ Total Creation Cost Multiple (up to 25x) * Net New RMR														$   74						25

		- Capitalized installation, selling & marketing costs		(500)		(500)		(500)		(500)		(500)		(500)		$   (60)

		+ Recognized deferred installation revenue														$   -

		Adjusted EBITDA		1,000		900		900		900		1,400		900		9,014



		+ Cash interest expense		600		600		600		600		600		600		$   3,600

		+ Cash income taxes		-		-		-		-		500		-		$   500

		+ Cash dividends or distributions		-		-		-		-				-		$   -

		+ Debt amortization(including capitalized leases)		50		50		50		50		50		50		$   300

		+ Cash management fees 		-		-		-		-		-		-		$   -

		+ Unfinanced capital expenditures		25		25		25		25		25		25		$   150

		Fixed charges		$   675		$   675		$   675		$   675		$   1,175		$   675		$   4,550



		FCC ratio  (Adjusted EBITDA / Fixed Charges)		1.48		1.33		1.33		1.33		1.19		1.33		1.98







																								Traditional Version where lessor of TCCM or Max 25x LESS Capitalized CCM * Net New RMR



		Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio

		(000's)		Month 1		Month 2		Month 3		Month 4		Month 5		Month 6		T6M

																								Newly Generated RMR means for any period of determination, all new RMR generated during such period, excluding RMR arising through acquisitions and price increases associated with any existing RMR.  

		Net income		$   700		$   600		$   600		$   600		$   600		$   600		$   3,700								Net New RMR means, for any period of determination, RMR at the end of the current period less the sum of: RMR at the beginning of the current period and RMR arising from acquisitions and price increases associated with any RMR for such period.   

		+ Depreciation and amortization		200		200		200		200		200		200		$   1,200								Total Creation Costs means, for any period of determination, an amount equal to: (a) the sum of: (i) installation expenses, (ii) capitalized installation costs, (iii) marketing and sales expenses, (iv) capitalized marketing and sales costs, and (v) [TBD]% of general and administrative expenses, less (b) the sum of: (i) installation revenue, and (ii) previously deferred installation revenue recognized during such period.

		+ Interest (income) expense		600		600		600		600		600		600		$   3,600								Total Creation Cost Multiple means, for any period of determination, the ratio of Total Creation Costs to Newly Generated RMR.

		+ Income taxes expense		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		$   500								Creation Cost Adjustment means, for any period of determination, (a) the lesser of (i) Total Creation Cost Multiple minus Capitalized Creation Cost Multiple and (ii) [TBDx]  minus Capitalized Creation Cost Multiple, times (b) Net New RMR.  

		+ other approved adjustments		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		$   -								Capitalized Creation Cost Multiple means, for any period of determination, the ratio of capitalized installation, selling and marketing costs to Newly Generated RMR.  

		EBITDA		1,500		1,400		1,400		1,400		1,900		1,400		9,000

		+ Creation Cost Adjustment 														64

		Adjusted EBITDA		1,500		1,400		1,400		1,400		1,900		1,400		9,064



		+ Cash interest expense		600		600		600		600		600		600		$   3,600								0.225

		+ Cash income taxes		-		-		-		-		500		-		$   500

		+ Cash dividends or distributions		-		-		-		-				-		$   -

		+ Debt amortization(including capitalized leases)		50		50		50		50		50		50		$   300

		+ Cash management fees 		-		-		-		-		-		-		$   -

		+ Unfinanced capital expenditures		25		25		25		25		25		25		$   150

		Fixed charges		$   675		$   675		$   675		$   675		$   1,175		$   675		$   4,550

		FCC ratio  (Adjusted EBITDA / Fixed Charges)		2.22		2.07		2.07		2.07		1.62		2.07		1.99









RMR Roll

		RMR Roll-forward

				12/31/xx		1/31/xx		2/28/xx		3/31/xx		4/30/xx		5/31/xx		6/30/xx		T6M



		Beginning Gross RMR		$   -		$   300,000		$   301,500		$   308,000		$   310,000		$   311,500		$   314,000		$   300,000

		Add:

		New installs		- 0		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		24,000

		Resigns		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		- 0		- 0		200

		Bulk acquisitions		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000

		Replacement RMR		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000

		   Rate increase		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		- 0		500

		Less:

		Cancellations		- 0		(2,500)		(2,500)		(2,500)		(2,500)		(2,500)		(2,500)		(15,000)

		RMR sold		- 0		- 0		(5,000)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(5,000)

		Rate decreases		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(200)		- 0		- 0		(200)

		Ending Gross RMR		$   300,000		$   301,500		$   308,000		$   310,000		$   311,500		$   314,000		$   315,500		$   315,500



		Per System 		$   305,169		$   305,170		$   303,812		$   304,821		$   308,429		$   361,317		$   430,275		$   392,821



		Variance		(5,169)		(3,670)		4,188		5,179		3,071		(47,317)		(114,775)		(77,321)

		% Variance		-1.7%		-1.2%		1.4%		1.7%		1.0%		-13.1%		-26.7%		-19.7%

		RMR >90 Days		9,000		9,045		9,240		9,300		9,345		9,420		9,500

		Performing RMR		$   291,000		$   292,455		$   298,760		$   300,700		$   302,155		$   304,580		$   306,000		$   300,775

		T6M Change in >90's														(500)

		(X) T6M Total Net Cancels T6M		- 0		(2,500)		(2,500)		(2,500)		(2,500)		(1,500)		(3,000)		(14,500)

		(Y)  T6M Average Performing RMR																300,775

		Attrition Rate T6M annualized (X/Y)		0.0%		-0.9%		-0.8%		-0.8%		-0.8%		-0.5%		-1.0%		-9.64%







																										Attrition Ratio		6 Mos

																										Six Months Ended 6/30/xx		Total



																										RMR that cancelled, decreased or failed to renew		$   15,200

																										   Plus: RMR more than 90 days past due as of   6/30/xx		9,500

																										   Less: RMR more than 90 days past due as of  12/31/xx		(9,000)

																										   Less: RMR from resigns		(200)

																										   Less:  RMR from acquisiton replacements		(1,000)

																										(X)  T6M Total Net Cancels		$   14,500

																										(Y)   T6M Average Performing RMR		$   300,775

																										Attrition Ratio ((X / Y) *2)		9.64%





		Attrition Rate means the annualized percentage equivalent of the following fraction ((x) divided by (y)) which shall be calculated for each rolling 6-month period.   (X) The sum of the following (i) RMR of all Security Alarm Contracts cancelled, decreased, or which fail to renew, plus   (ii) RMR of all Security Alarm Contracts whose balances are more than ninety days past invoice date as of the date of determination, minus  (iii) RMR of all Security Alarm Contracts whose balances are more than ninety days past invoice date at month end six months prior to the date of determination, minus  (iv) RMR of Security Alarm Contracts entered into within six months of cancellation with a new Subscriber for the same premises as were covered by another cancelled Security Alarm Contracts of the Borrower, minus  (v) RMR of Security Alarm Contracts cancelled or which fail to renew, but which are subject to an attrition guaranty or account guaranty or acquisition holdback to the extent the RMR thereof is actually replaced contemporaneously with suitable RMR or the related purchase price is adjusted, divided by  (Y) RMR of Security Alarm Contracts as of each month end during such period whose balances are ninety days or less past invoice date (expressed as an average amount of RMR of Security Alarm Contracts for each month during the same period)







CC adjustment

		Creation Cost                  (000's)		T6M



		Calculation of Newly Generated RMR  

		All new RMR generated		35.7

		Less RMR from price increases		(0.5)

		Less RMR acquired or replaced		(11.0)

		Less ROR of Newly Created RMR 		- 0

		 Newly Generated RMR 		24.2



		Calculation of Net New RMR

		RMR end of period		315.5

		Less RMR beginning of period		(300.0)

		Less RMR from price increases		(0.5)

		Less RMR acquired or replaced		(11.0)

		Less ROR of Newly Created RMR 		- 0

		 Net New RMR		4.0



		Calculation of Creation Cost Adjustment

		  + Installation, selling and marketing expense		348

		  + Capitalized installation, selling & marketing costs		60

		  + General and administrative allocation		50

		  -  Installation revenue		(10)

		  -  Recognized deferred installation revenue		- 0

		Total Creation Costs (TCC)		448



		   Total Creation Cost Multiple  (TCCM = TCC / New RMR)		18.5x

		    - Capitalized Creation Cost Multiple  (CCCM = CCC / New RMR)		2.5x

		    Lessor of TCCM or [25x] less capitalized portion		16.0x						25

		Creation Cost Adjustment (Uncapitalized CCM * Net New RMR)		64								<--- Show if adjusting EBITDA by TCCM less Capitalized CCM * Net New RMR.



		   Lessor of TCCM and [25x]		18.5x								<--- Show if adjusting EBITDA by all capitalized costs.

		  Creation Cost Adjustment   (CCA = TCCM / Net New RMR)		74























































Attrition
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12/31/xx 1/31/xx 2/28/xx 3/31/xx 4/30/xx 5/31/xx 6/30/xx T6M

Beginning Gross RMR -$                 300,000$   301,500$   308,000$   310,000$   311,500$   314,000$       300,000$   

Add:
New installs -               4,000        4,000        4,000        4,000        4,000        4,000             24,000       

Resigns -               -            -            -            200           -            -                200            
Bulk acquisitions -               -            10,000       -            -            -            -                10,000       

Replacement RMR -               -            -            -            -            1,000        -                1,000         
   Rate increase -               -            -            500           -            -            -                500            

Less:
Cancellations -               (2,500)       (2,500)       (2,500)       (2,500)       (2,500)       (2,500)           (15,000)      

RMR sold -               -            (5,000)       -            -            -            -                (5,000)        
Rate decreases -               -            -            -            (200)          -            -                (200)           

Ending Gross RMR 300,000$    301,500$  308,000$  310,000$ 311,500$ 314,000$ 315,500$      315,500$  
RMR >90 Days 9,000            9,045         9,240         9,300         9,345         9,420         9,500             

Performing RMR 291,000$      292,455$   298,760$   300,700$   302,155$   304,580$   306,000$       300,775$   

T6M Change in >90's (500)              

(X) T6M Total Net Cancels T6M                  -          (2,500)        (2,500)        (2,500)        (2,500)        (1,500)             (3,000)      (14,500)

(Y)  T6M Average Performing RMR 300,775    

Attrition Rate T6M annualized (X/Y) 0.0% -0.9% -0.8% -0.8% -0.8% -0.5% -1.0% -9.64%

RMR Roll-forward

Change in RMR > 90 days past invoice date, is considered + or - for attrition purposes. 

RMR whose related AR is > 90 days past invoice date. Considered non-performing, or “Rate 
at Risk”


FCCR-2

		Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio																						Version where all Capitalized costs are deducted then add back for TCC * net new RMR

		(000's)		Month 1		Month 2		Month 3		Month 4		Month 5		Month 6		T6M



		Net income		$   700		$   600		$   600		$   600		$   600		$   600		$   3,700								Total Creation Costs means, for any period of determination, an amount equal to: (a) the sum of:  (i) installation expenses,  (ii) marketing and sales expenses, (iii) Capitalized Creation Costs, and (iv) [50%] of general and administrative expenses, less (b)  installation revenue.

		+ Depreciation and amortization		200		200		200		200		200		200		$   1,200								Total Creation Cost Multiple means, for any period of determination, the lesser of (a) the ratio of Total Creation Costs to Newly Generated RMR and (b) [25x].

		+ Interest (income) expense		600		600		600		600		600		600		$   3,600								Creation Cost Adjustment  for any period of determination shall mean an amount equal to (a) Total Creation Cost Multiple multiplied by Net New RMR  less (b) the Capitalized Creation Costs.

		+ Income taxes expense		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		$   500								Net New RMR means, for any period of determination, RMR at the end of the current period less the sum of: RMR at the beginning of the current period and RMR arising from acquisitions and price increases associated with any RMR for such period.  

		+ other approved adjustments		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		$   -								Newly Generated RMR means for any period of determination, all new RMR generated during such period, excluding RMR arising through acquisitions and price increases associated with existing RMR

		EBITDA		1,500		1,400		1,400		1,400		1,900		1,400		9,000								Capitalized Creation Costs means, for any period of determination, an amount equal to: (a) the sum of: (i) capitalized installation costs,  (ii) capitalized marketing and sales costs, less (b)  previously deferred installation revenue recognized during such period related to the Newly Created RMR.



		Creation Cost Adjustment

		+ Total Creation Cost Multiple (up to 25x) * Net New RMR														$   74						25

		- Capitalized installation, selling & marketing costs		(500)		(500)		(500)		(500)		(500)		(500)		$   (60)

		+ Recognized deferred installation revenue														$   -

		Adjusted EBITDA		1,000		900		900		900		1,400		900		9,014



		+ Cash interest expense		600		600		600		600		600		600		$   3,600

		+ Cash income taxes		-		-		-		-		500		-		$   500

		+ Cash dividends or distributions		-		-		-		-				-		$   -

		+ Debt amortization(including capitalized leases)		50		50		50		50		50		50		$   300

		+ Cash management fees 		-		-		-		-		-		-		$   -

		+ Unfinanced capital expenditures		25		25		25		25		25		25		$   150

		Fixed charges		$   675		$   675		$   675		$   675		$   1,175		$   675		$   4,550



		FCC ratio  (Adjusted EBITDA / Fixed Charges)		1.48		1.33		1.33		1.33		1.19		1.33		1.98







																								Traditional Version where lessor of TCCM or Max 25x LESS Capitalized CCM * Net New RMR



		Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio

		(000's)		Month 1		Month 2		Month 3		Month 4		Month 5		Month 6		T6M

																								Newly Generated RMR means for any period of determination, all new RMR generated during such period, excluding RMR arising through acquisitions and price increases associated with any existing RMR.  

		Net income		$   700		$   600		$   600		$   600		$   600		$   600		$   3,700								Net New RMR means, for any period of determination, RMR at the end of the current period less the sum of: RMR at the beginning of the current period and RMR arising from acquisitions and price increases associated with any RMR for such period.   

		+ Depreciation and amortization		200		200		200		200		200		200		$   1,200								Total Creation Costs means, for any period of determination, an amount equal to: (a) the sum of: (i) installation expenses, (ii) capitalized installation costs, (iii) marketing and sales expenses, (iv) capitalized marketing and sales costs, and (v) [TBD]% of general and administrative expenses, less (b) the sum of: (i) installation revenue, and (ii) previously deferred installation revenue recognized during such period.

		+ Interest (income) expense		600		600		600		600		600		600		$   3,600								Total Creation Cost Multiple means, for any period of determination, the ratio of Total Creation Costs to Newly Generated RMR.

		+ Income taxes expense		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		$   500								Creation Cost Adjustment means, for any period of determination, (a) the lesser of (i) Total Creation Cost Multiple minus Capitalized Creation Cost Multiple and (ii) [TBDx]  minus Capitalized Creation Cost Multiple, times (b) Net New RMR.  

		+ other approved adjustments		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		$   -								Capitalized Creation Cost Multiple means, for any period of determination, the ratio of capitalized installation, selling and marketing costs to Newly Generated RMR.  

		EBITDA		1,500		1,400		1,400		1,400		1,900		1,400		9,000

		+ Creation Cost Adjustment 														64

		Adjusted EBITDA		1,500		1,400		1,400		1,400		1,900		1,400		9,064



		+ Cash interest expense		600		600		600		600		600		600		$   3,600								0.225

		+ Cash income taxes		-		-		-		-		500		-		$   500

		+ Cash dividends or distributions		-		-		-		-				-		$   -

		+ Debt amortization(including capitalized leases)		50		50		50		50		50		50		$   300

		+ Cash management fees 		-		-		-		-		-		-		$   -

		+ Unfinanced capital expenditures		25		25		25		25		25		25		$   150

		Fixed charges		$   675		$   675		$   675		$   675		$   1,175		$   675		$   4,550

		FCC ratio  (Adjusted EBITDA / Fixed Charges)		2.22		2.07		2.07		2.07		1.62		2.07		1.99









RMR Roll

		RMR Roll-forward

				12/31/xx		1/31/xx		2/28/xx		3/31/xx		4/30/xx		5/31/xx		6/30/xx		T6M



		Beginning Gross RMR		$   -		$   300,000		$   301,500		$   308,000		$   310,000		$   311,500		$   314,000		$   300,000

		Add:

		New installs		- 0		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		24,000

		Resigns		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		- 0		- 0		200

		Bulk acquisitions		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000

		Replacement RMR		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000

		   Rate increase		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		- 0		500

		Less:

		Cancellations		- 0		(2,500)		(2,500)		(2,500)		(2,500)		(2,500)		(2,500)		(15,000)

		RMR sold		- 0		- 0		(5,000)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(5,000)

		Rate decreases		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(200)		- 0		- 0		(200)

		Ending Gross RMR		$   300,000		$   301,500		$   308,000		$   310,000		$   311,500		$   314,000		$   315,500		$   315,500



		Per System 		$   305,169		$   305,170		$   303,812		$   304,821		$   308,429		$   361,317		$   430,275		$   392,821



		Variance		(5,169)		(3,670)		4,188		5,179		3,071		(47,317)		(114,775)		(77,321)

		% Variance		-1.7%		-1.2%		1.4%		1.7%		1.0%		-13.1%		-26.7%		-19.7%

		RMR >90 Days		9,000		9,045		9,240		9,300		9,345		9,420		9,500

		Performing RMR		$   291,000		$   292,455		$   298,760		$   300,700		$   302,155		$   304,580		$   306,000		$   300,775

		T6M Change in >90's														(500)

		(X) T6M Total Net Cancels T6M		- 0		(2,500)		(2,500)		(2,500)		(2,500)		(1,500)		(3,000)		(14,500)

		(Y)  T6M Average Performing RMR																300,775

		Attrition Rate T6M annualized (X/Y)		0.0%		-0.9%		-0.8%		-0.8%		-0.8%		-0.5%		-1.0%		-9.64%





																										Attrition Ratio		6 Mos

																										Six Months Ended 6/30/xx		Total



																										RMR that cancelled, decreased or failed to renew		$   15,200

																										   Plus: RMR more than 90 days past due as of   6/30/xx		9,500

																										   Less: RMR more than 90 days past due as of  12/31/xx		(9,000)

																										   Less: RMR from resigns		(200)

																										   Less:  RMR from acquisiton replacements		(1,000)

																										(X)  T6M Total Net Cancels		$   14,500

																										(Y)   T6M Average Performing RMR		$   300,775

																										Attrition Ratio ((X / Y) *2)		9.64%



		Attrition Rate means the annualized percentage equivalent of the following fraction ((x) divided by (y)) which shall be calculated for each rolling 6-month period.   (X) The sum of the following (i) RMR of all Security Alarm Contracts cancelled, decreased, or which fail to renew, plus   (ii) RMR of all Security Alarm Contracts whose balances are more than ninety days past invoice date as of the date of determination, minus  (iii) RMR of all Security Alarm Contracts whose balances are more than ninety days past invoice date at month end six months prior to the date of determination, minus  (iv) RMR of Security Alarm Contracts entered into within six months of cancellation with a new Subscriber for the same premises as were covered by another cancelled Security Alarm Contracts of the Borrower, minus  (v) RMR of Security Alarm Contracts cancelled or which fail to renew, but which are subject to an attrition guaranty or account guaranty or acquisition holdback to the extent the RMR thereof is actually replaced contemporaneously with suitable RMR or the related purchase price is adjusted, divided by  (Y) RMR of Security Alarm Contracts as of each month end during such period whose balances are ninety days or less past invoice date (expressed as an average amount of RMR of Security Alarm Contracts for each month during the same period)





CC adjustment

		Creation Cost                  (000's)		T6M



		Calculation of Newly Generated RMR  

		All new RMR generated		35.7

		Less RMR from price increases		(0.5)

		Less RMR acquired or replaced		(11.0)

		Less ROR of Newly Created RMR 		- 0

		 Newly Generated RMR 		24.2



		Calculation of Net New RMR

		RMR end of period		315.5

		Less RMR beginning of period		(300.0)

		Less RMR from price increases		(0.5)

		Less RMR acquired or replaced		(11.0)

		Less ROR of Newly Created RMR 		- 0

		 Net New RMR		4.0



		Calculation of Creation Cost Adjustment

		  + Installation, selling and marketing expense		348

		  + Capitalized installation, selling & marketing costs		60

		  + General and administrative allocation		50

		  -  Installation revenue		(10)

		  -  Recognized deferred installation revenue		- 0

		Total Creation Costs (TCC)		448



		   Total Creation Cost Multiple  (TCCM = TCC / New RMR)		18.5x

		    - Capitalized Creation Cost Multiple  (CCCM = CCC / New RMR)		2.5x

		    Lessor of TCCM or [25x] less capitalized portion		16.0x						25

		Creation Cost Adjustment (Uncapitalized CCM * Net New RMR)		64								<--- Show if adjusting EBITDA by TCCM less Capitalized CCM * Net New RMR.



		   Lessor of TCCM and [25x]		18.5x								<--- Show if adjusting EBITDA by all capitalized costs.

		  Creation Cost Adjustment   (CCA = TCCM / Net New RMR)		74























































Creation Costs 
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Direct expense including installation labor, 
installation management, subcontractor 
expense, equipment, parts, project 
management, design

Direct expense including sales salaries, 
sales commissions, sales management, 
marketing and advertising

All other indirect expenses or those 
that cannot reasonably be allocated to 
Monitoring, Service, Installation or 
Selling



Creation Cost Adjustment Calculation
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Creation Cost                  (000's) T6M

Calculation of Newly Generated RMR  

All new RMR generated 35.7      

Less RMR from price increases (0.5)       

Less RMR acquired or replaced (11.0)     

 Newly Generated RMR 24.2      

Calculation of Net New RMR

RMR end of period 315.5     

Less RMR beginning of period (300.0)   

Less RMR from price increases (0.5)       

Less RMR acquired or replaced (11.0)     

 Net New RMR 4.0        

Calculation of Creation Cost Adjustment

  + Installation, selling and marketing expense 348        

  + Capitalized installation, selling & marketing costs 60         

  + General and administrative allocation 50         

  -  Installation revenue (10)        

  -  Recognized deferred installation revenue -        

Total Creation Costs (TCC) 448         

   Total Creation Cost Multiple  (TCCM = TCC / New RMR) 18.5x

  Creation Cost Adjustment   (CCA = TCCM * Net New RMR) 74         

Price Increase (CPI) unrelated to 
providing additional services is 
removed from Newly Generated 
RMR.



Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio

(000's) T6M

Net income 3,700$      

+ Depreciation and amortization 1,200$      

+ Interest (income) expense 3,600$      

+ Income taxes expense 500$         

+ other approved adjustments -$            

EBITDA 9,000      

Creation Cost Adjustment

+ Total Creation Cost Multiple (up to 25x) * Net New RMR 74$          

- Capitalized installation, selling & marketing costs (60)$         

+ Recognized deferred installation revenue -$            

Adjusted EBITDA 9,014      

+ Cash interest expense 3,600$      

+ Cash income taxes 500$         

+ Cash dividends or distributions -$            

+ Debt amortization(including capitalized leases) 300$         

+ Management fees (if applicable) -$            

+ Unfinanced capital expenditures 150$         

Fixed charges 4,550$     

FCC ratio  (Adjusted EBITDA / Fixed Charges) 1.98

Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio – cash flow measurement

17

Creation cost 
calculation shown 
on prior slide



How To Track KPI’s

• Establish a System for Collecting the Data keep track of numbers each month or 
use automated accounting software that tracks your performance metrics. 

• Analyze and Interpret the data establish benchmarks or targets for each KPI. 
This can help you understand how your business is performing relative to those 
benchmarks and identify areas of concern that need attention.

• Review Regularly To keep KPIs relevant over time, regularly review them and 
make changes where appropriate.
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Connect with us on LinkedIn
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